DON’T LET THEM STEAL IT.

RISK MANAGEMENT STARTS HERE.

Tremco Emergency Products is the world leader of emergency vehicle anti-theft systems. For three decades, our patented anti-theft systems have been included in the specifications for Federal, State, and Local Government vehicles. Our anti-theft system is designed specifically for emergency vehicles to prevent theft while providing risk management.

✔ VEHICLES CAN BE LEFT UNATTENDED WHILE RUNNING
✔ ALLOWS EMERGENCY LIGHTING & OTHER ELECTRONICS TO OPERATE
✔ PROVIDES MORE SECURITY AT THE SCENE OF AN ACCIDENT
✔ INEXPENSIVE & EASY TO INSTALL

888-666-3031 34 SULLIVAN ROAD, BLDG 17 • N. BILLERICA, MA
WWW.TREMCOEMERGENCYPRODUCTS.COM
TREMCO
ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM

Tremco Emergency Products Anti-Theft System prevents emergency vehicle theft, when the vehicle is left running with the key in the ignition.

**IT IS 100% RELIABLE, CONVENIENT, INEXPENSIVE AND EASY TO INSTALL!**

When personnel arrive at an emergency or at a hospital, they place the vehicle into “park” and often times leave the vehicle running. The Tremco Integrated Anti-Theft System automatically activates as soon as the vehicle is put into “park”. A would-be thief will not be able to shift the vehicle into “drive” which will prevent the theft. When personnel return to the vehicle, they deactivate the anti-theft system and are on their way in seconds.

This system also provides 24-hour protection for your vehicles when not in service. If the vehicle is not in use and the keylock is destroyed, the shifter will not release. For the past 30 years, this tool has protected thousands of emergency vehicles from the liability of chases, fatalities, damage to vehicles and loss of equipment.

Our unique camouflage system blends in with the surrounding components for convenient everyday use. And for all emergency package vehicles, the system plugs into existing harnesses so there is no need for cutting or splicing wires. This allows for a quick, safe installation which will not void existing vehicle manufacturer warranties.

**FOR YOUR UNMARKED VEHICLES, TOO!**

*PATENT #4,596,303 OTHERS PENDING*